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3rd Ed., by Al Rose and Edmond Souchon.
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PLACIDE ADAMS, b 152.7004
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FRANK AMACKER 152.7008
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LOUIS ARMSTRONG, tp 152.7009
(publicity photo)
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ALBERT ARTIGUES 152.7010
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George Baquet, center (photo cropped for publication); others in photo, 1-r: Bunk Johnson, tp, Jim Robinson, tb, George Lewis, cl, Baquet, Lawrence Marrero, Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, and Warren “Baby” Dodds; during a Philadelphia concert. 1945 – Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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Isidore Barbarin

Photographer: Lee Friedlander
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Louis Barbarin, d

March 10, 1974
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DANNY BARKER, g, & BLUE LU BARKER, vo
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EMILE BARNES, cl
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DOMINICK BAROCCO
(from Orpheum Theater at St. Charles & Poydras)

Photographer: Silvon Photo N.O.
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JOE BAROCCO 152.7017
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“SWEET” EMMA BARRETT, p 152.7018
Photographer: Lee Friedlander
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JULES BAUDUC 152.7019
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EDDIE BAYARD, tp
(publicity photo for Eddie Bayard and his Bourbon Street Five)
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SIDNEY BECHET, ss, and DR. LEONARD BECHET, tb
At Jazz, LTD, Chicago
Photographer: William Russell
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BARNEY BIGARD
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STERLING BOSE, tp 152.7023
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WELLMAN BRAUD 152.7024
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MCNEAL BREAUX, sb 152.7025
(mistakenly identified as Wellman Braud); in background: [Percy Humphrey and Jim Robinson ?]
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ALBERT “PUD” BROWN, s 152.7026
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STEVE BROWN 152.7027
(publicity photo)
c. 1920
Photographer: Bloom, Chicago)
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TOM BROWN 152.7028
(strings player)
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TOM BROWN 152.7029
(trombonist)
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RAYMOND BURKE, cl 152.7030
Inscription: “To Al From Ray Burke”
Photographer: Joe Mares


MURPHY CAMPO, tp 152.7031
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JOE CAPRARO 152.7032
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THOMAS “MUTT” CAREY, tp 152.7033
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JOHN CHAFFE, bj 152.7034
(in background: John Royen, p)
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HIPPOLYTE CHARLES, tp 152.7035

Photographer: Chuck Fishman
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JOSEPH “RED” CLARK, sous 152.7036


JAMES “KID” CLAYTON 152.7037
1962
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GEORGE “KID SHEIK” COLAR 152.7038
1962
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LEE COLLINS, tp 152.7039


LEE COLLINS, tp 152.7040

Photographer: John Miner
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HARRY CONNICK JR. 152.7041
(age 14)
1982
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ANN COOK 152.7042
(photo cropped for publication)
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WILLIE CORNISH, center 152.7043
(others unidentified)
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JOE DARENBOURG, cl 152.7047

Photographer: Gene Williams
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JACK DELANEY, tb 152.7048

Photographer: John Kuhlman
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LOUIS NELSON DELISLE (“BIG EYE” LOUIS NELSON) 152.7049

Photographer: William Russell

ARNOLD DEPASS, d
(while with the Eagle Band)
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JOHNNY DODDS, cl 1938 - Chicago
Photographer: William Russell
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ANATIE “NATTY” DOMINIQUE, tp 152.7051
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LOUIS DUMAINE, tp 152.7052
(photo cropped for publication); Playing for a funeral. Carnival week, 1946 – outside of Hopes Hall


FRANKIE DUSON 152.7054
(photo cropped for publication);


HONORE DUTREY 152.7053

SAM DUTREY JR., cl 152.7055
(in background: McNeal Breaux, sb)
1959
Photographer: Grauman Marks
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CHARLES ELGAR, center 152.7056
(photo cropped for publication) George “Pops” Foster, left,
and Darnell Howard, right.
1961
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CHARLES ELGAR 152.7057
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IRVING FAZOLA (nee: Prestopnik), cl 1939


ABBÉY “CHINEE” FOSTER
Photographer: William Russell
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WILLIAM “BILL” GALLATY SR., tb 152.7061
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LOUIS GALLAUD, p 152.7062
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CHRISTOPHER “BLACK HAPPY” GOLDSTONE, d 1958 152.7063
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“CREOLE” GEORGE GUESNON, bj
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EDMOND HALL, cl
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MINOR “RAM” HALL
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MINOR “RAM” HALL, d
Photographer: Jazz Man Shop
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CHARLIE HAMILTON, p
Photographer: Grauman Marks

GEORGE HARTMAN, tp
1942
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MONK HAZEL, d 152.7070

Photographer: John Kuhlman
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OSCAR “CHICKEN” HENRY, tb 152.7071
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AL HIRT, tp 152.7072
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MATTHEW “FATS” HOUSTON
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AVERY “KID” HOWARD, tp

Photographer: Grauman Marks
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ARMAND HUG, p
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WILLIE J. HUMPHREY, cl 152.7076
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PERCY HUMPHREY, tp 152.7077

Photographer: Grauman Marks
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ANDREW JEFFERSON, d 152.7078

Photographer: Duncan Schiedt
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CHESTER JONES, d 152.7082

Photographer: Grauman Marks
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CONRAD “CONNIE” JONES, tp 152.7083
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RICHARD M. JONES, p 152.7084
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WILLIE “KAISER” JOSEPH 152.7085
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JOHN JOYCE, d 152.7087
In background: Curtis D. Jerde, tu
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GUY KELLY 152.7088
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FREDDIE KEPPARD 152.7089
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FREDDIE KEPPARD, tp 152.7090
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JEANNETTE SALVANT KIMBALL, p 152.7091
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NARVIN KIMBALL, bj 152.7092

Photographer: Grauman Marks
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ROBERT “SON” “FEWCLOTHES” LEWIS 152.7093

1962
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STEVE LEWIS 152.7094
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FREDDIE LONZO, tb 152.7095
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MANUEL MANETTA 152.7096
February 2, 1958
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JOSEPH “WINGY” MANONE 152.7097
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PAUL MARES 152.7098
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ERNEST “PUNCH” MILLER, tp 152.7099
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JAMES “SING” MILLER 152.7100

Photographer: Grauman Marks
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HERB MORAND, tp 152.7101
At residence of Herbert Otto.
1949
Photographer: John Miner
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GEORGE MORET, tp 152.7102
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AL MORGAN, sb 152.7103
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ALBERT NICHOLAS, cl
Sam Price (partially visible), p. Wild Bill Davison, tp,
and Bunk Johnson (partially visible), tp. [Photo cropped for
publication.]
October 15, 1974 – Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Photographer: Nicholas Alexaki
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WOODEN JOE NICHOLAS
Outside of Artesian Hall, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: William Russell
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JIMMIE NOONE

1923


WILLIE PAJAUD 152.7107
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ROY PALMER, tb 152.7108

January 1956
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TONY PARENTI   152.7109

Photographer: Kaye & Moldan, Miami Beach
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JOSEPH PETIT   152.7110
1945


JOSEPH ‘ONE-EYE-BABE” PHILIP   152.7111

Photographer: William Russell
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EDDIE PIERSON 152.7112
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ALTON PURNELL, p 152.7113

Photo by Audio-Visual Center, Indiana University
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LIONEL REASON 152.7114

at Preservation Hall carriageway.
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HENRY “KID” REN A
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AMOS RILEY
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HENRY “SLEEPY” ROBERTSON, d
At Snooks White’s funeral
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Photographer: Grauman Marks
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In background: John Joyce, d, and Curtis D. Jerde, tu
BURNELL SANTIAGO, p 152.7121
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LESTER “BLACKIE” SANTIAGO 152.7122
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EMANUEL SAYLES, bj 152.7123
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HARRY SHIELDS

152.7124

c. 1921
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ELMER “COO COO” TALBERT, tp

152.7125

1949- Probably at residence of Herbert Otto, 1111 Bourbon Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: John Miner
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HERMAN SHERMAN, s
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BOB THOMAS, tb 152.7126
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EDMOND “DOC” SOUCHON, g 152.7127
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WILBERT TILLMAN, tu 152.7128
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KEIKO and YOSHIO TOYAMA

1975
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ERNEST “NINESSE” TREPANGNIER
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LAWRENCE VEGA, co 152.7132
1910
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ALBERT WARNER, tb 152.7133
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JOE WATKINS, d 152.7134
Photographer: Heinecke, New Orleans
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WADE WHALEY, cl 152.7135
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ABBY WILLIAMS, d 152.7136
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WILLIE WILSON, tp 152.7137
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AUSTIN “BOOTS” YOUNG, sb 152.7138

Photographer: William Russell
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CHESTER ZARDIS 152.7139

1939
Photographer: William Russell
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CHESTER ZARDIS, sb 152.7140

1975
Photographer: Mary Tunis
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ROY ZIMMERMAN, p 152.7141
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EAGLE BAND
Big Eye Louis Nelson [Delisle], cl, Chinee Foster, d, Frank Duson, tp, Buddy Petit, co, Lorenzo Staulz, g, and Dandy Lewis, sb.
February 28, 1916
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STALEBREAD LACOUME’S RAZZY DAZZY SPASM BAND
Top row, l-r: Mrs. Lacoume (Emile’s mother) holding grandson George Delpidio, Henry Delpidio, Mrs. Federico, Unknown, Charles Delpidio, Jim Lacoume (Emile’s brother) standing w/bottle, Unknown, Unknown w/baby, Unknown, Emma Delpidio (Emile’s sister), Blanche Delpidio (Mrs. Emile Lacoume); bottom center, with glass, Andrew Fenner; extreme right, Emile “Stalebread” Lacoume; two girls at bottom: Juanita and Myrtle Federico; with fiddle: “Dolly”; 4th from right, with mandolin: Sou Sou Ramos; man with fishing pole: Harry Carey; family picnic on the lake at old West End.
1906
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THE ORIGINAL TUXEDO ORCHESTRA  
1924
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THES THE LOUISIANA SHAKERS  
Seated, l-r: Roy Evans, d, Lionel Ferbos, tp, Kid Keifer, tp, Edmond Bottley, s, Unknown, tb; standing: George Clark, ts, Sidney Pflueger, bj, John Handy, cl, as, leader, Benny Clark, p, and Henry Kimball, tu.
mid-1920’s
Photographer: Arthur P. Bedou
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THE ORIGINAL SUPERIOR ORCHESTRA  
1910
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SHARKEY AND HIS KINGS OF DIXIELAND
1949 – New Orleans

JOHNNY WIGGS
1950
Photographer: John E. Kuhlman

THE IRVING FAZOLA ORCHESTRA
c. 1948 – Tony’s Café, Canal Blvd., New Orleans, Louisiana
DEJAN’S ORIGINAL MOONLIGHT SERENADERS  
Arnaul Thomas, d, Leo Dejan, tp, Harold Dejan, s, Henry Casenave, s, and Sidney Cates, bj. 
c. early 1930s
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POP HAMILTON’S ORCHESTRA  
Lumas Hamilton, tp, Andrew Johnson, d, [Dave ?], bj, Al Smith, ts, George “Pop” Hamilton, tu, Lennox “Pinky” Alberts, tb, [ ? Johnson] (emcee), and [? Kelley], as; at piano is Patty Whisker. 
1930
Photographer: Baxter, Algiers, La.
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[OPST]

JELLY ROLL MORTON AND HIS RED HOT PEPPERS  
Jelly Roll Morton (seated in front); Omer Simeon, Andre Hillaire, John Lindsay, Johnny St. Cyr, Edward “Kid” Ory, and George Mitchell. 
1926 – Chicago, Illinois
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THE PEERLESS ORCHESTRA 152.7152
John Vigne, d, Charles McCurdy, cl, Armand J. Piron, v,
Coochie Martin, g; back row: Vic Gaspard, tb, Andrew
Kimball, tp, and Oak Gaspard, sb.
1911 – City Park, New Orleans, Louisiana
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SAM MORGAN JAZZ BAND 152.7153
Nolan “Shine” Williams, d, Isaiah Morgan, tp, Jim Robinson
(standing) tb, Sam Morgan, tp, Earl Fouche, s, Andrew
Morgan, s, Sidney “Jim Little” Brown (standing), sb, and
Johnny Dave, bj.

1920s
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THE JIMMY PALAO BAND 152.7154
Little girl: Victoria Smith; little boy: Edward Claiborne, Jr.;
musicians: Edward “Chico” Claiborne, tb, Louis Rodriguez,
co, Joe Smith, v, Rene Baptiste, g; rear: Willie Parker, cl,
James Palao, v, Toby Nuenutt, sb.
c. 1900
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ORIGIONAL TUXEDO ORCHESTRA

Bill Matthews, tb, Guy Kelly, tp, Oscar “Papa” Celestin, leader, tp, Jeanette Salvant (Kimball), p, Narvin Kimball, bj, Joe Lawrence, vo, Abby “Chinee” Foster, d, Joe Rouzon, s, Simon Marrero, b, and Clarence Hall, s.

c. 1928
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SIDNEY DESVIGNE’S SS CAPITOL ORCHESTRA

Louis Nelson, Eugene Porter, Gene Ware, Emanuel Sayles, Adolphe Duconge, Sidney Desvigne, Marcellus Wilson, Ransom Knowling, Adolphe “Tats” Alexander, Ted Purnell, and Walt Cosby.

c. 1931

Photographer: Villard Paddio
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DON ALBERT'S ORCHESTRA


c. 1933
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THE WOODLAND BAND
1905 – LaPlace, Louisiana
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FRANK CHRISTIAN’S NEW ORLEANS JAZZ BAND
1921/22 – Chicago, Illinois
Photographer: De Haven, Chicago
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ALFRED LAINÉ’S ORCHESTRA
Seated: Jimmy Cozzens, d, Red Lagman, s, Alfred Laine, tp, Charlie Kuhl, p; standing: Samford Mello, tb, Bud Loyacano, tu, and Jack Treveque, bj.
1920s
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JOHNNY BAYERSDORFFER’S ORCHESTRA
Martin Abraham (Chink Martin), tu; Tom Brown, tb;
Johnny Bayersdorffer, tp; Leo Adde, d; Johnny Miller, p;
Steve Loyacano, bj; and Nunzio Scaglione, cl.
c. 1922 – Tokyo Gardens, Old Spanish Fort, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Gasquet Photo

THE NEW ORLEANS OWLS
Monk Smith, Earl Crumb, Benjy White, Mose Ferrer, Rene Gelpi, Eblen Rau, and Dick Mackie.
c. 1918-1924 – New Orleans, Louisiana

NORMAN BROWNLEE ORCHESTRA
Seated: Bill Eastwood, bj; Standing: Alonzo Crombie, tb, d;
Emmet Hardy, co; Billy Braun, p, mellophone; Norman Brownlee, p, ts, leader; George Barth, s.
c. 1921
THE ELTON THEODORE ORCHESTRA 152.7164

1921
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RED BOLMAN ORCHESTRA 152.7165
March 3, 1931 – The Little Club, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: N. O. Photo
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THE ORIGINAL DIXIELAND JAZZ ORCHESTRA 152.7166
1916
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BUDDY BOLDEN BAND
c. 1895-1902
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THE NEW ORLEANS RHYTHM KINGS
George Brunies, tb, Paul Mares, co, Ben Pollack, d, Leon Rappolo, cl, Mel Stitzel, p, Volly DeFaut, s, Lew Black, bj, and Steve Brown, b.
c. 1922 – Chicago, Illinois
Photographer: Bloom, Chicago
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THE ORIGINAL CREOLE ORCHESTRA
Front row: Dink Johnson, James A. Palao, Giggy Williams; back row: Eddie Vinson, Freddie Keppard, George Baquet, and Bill Johnson.
c. 1914
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STALEBREAD’S RAZZY DAZZY SPASM BAND
Willie “Cajin” Bussy, harmonica; seated, 2nd from left: Emile “Stalebread” Lacoumbe; others in photo: “Warm Gravy”, “Sluefoot Pete”, and Frank “Monk” Bussey.
March 1899 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Chas. T. Yenni
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THE IMPERIAL ORCHESTRA
c. 1905
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BUDDIE PETIT’S JAZZ BAND
1920
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THE OLYMPIA ORCHESTRA
Joe Alexis, d, Ricard Alexis, co, and Peter Alexis, v, leader.
1915
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JOHNNY DODD’S NEW ORLEANS JAZZ BAND 152.7173
Warren “Baby” Dodds, d, Natty Dominique, tp, Johnny
Dodds, cl, Rudolph Reynaud, sb, Lonnie Johnson, g, and
Lil Hardin Armstrong, p.
1930 - Chicago, Illinois
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KING OLIVER’S CREOLE JAZZ BAND 152.7174
Honore Dutrey, tb, Warren “Baby” Dodds, d, Joe “King”
Oliver, tp, leader, Louis Armstrong, slide tp, Lil Hardin
(Armstrong), p, Bill Johnson, b, bj, and Johnny Dodds, cl.
Early 1920s - Chicago, Illinois
Photographer: Daguerre, Chicago
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A NEW ORLEANS JAZZ BAND 152.7175
Eurreal “Little Brother” Montgomery, p, Lonnie Johnson, g, Bill Johnson, sb, Oliver Alcorn, cl, Jerome “Pork Chops” Smith, d, Lee Collins, tp, and Preston Jackson, tb.
1947 – Chicago, Illinois
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DEJAN’S BLACK DIAMOND ORCHESTRA 152.7176
Seated: Leo Dejan, tp, leader, Alvin McNeal, tp, Eddie Johnson, s, Herb Leary, p, Reese Cobette, s, and Harold Dejan, s; Standing: Sherman Cook, emcee, Eddie Pierson, tb, Sidney Montegue, d, Rube McClennon, bj, and August Lanoix, sb.
1928
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THE CREOLE SERENADERS 152.7177
1930
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MANUEL PEREZ’S GARDEN OF JOY ORCHESTRA
Alfred Williams, d, Earl Humphrey, tb, Adolphe “Tats” Alexander, as, Maurice Durand, tp, Osceola Blanchard, [p], Manuel Perez, tp, leader, Caffrey Daresburg, bj, Eddie Cherie, cl, and Jimmy Johnson, b.
1923 – Pythian Roof Garden, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Arthur P. Bedou
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[OPST/s]

THE DOMINOS
c. 1929
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PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND
1963 – outside of Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
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CLARENCE DESDUNES JOYLAND REVELERS
Harry Fairconnetue, Harold Dejan, George McCullum Jr., Nolan “Shine” Williams, and Ray Brown.
c. 1929
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JIMMIE NOONE’S ORCHESTRA
Warren “Baby” Dodds, d, John Lindsay, sb, Lee Collins (partially visible), tp, Preston Jackson, tb, John Henley, p, Jimmie Noone, cl, and (?) g.
1930’s – Chicago, Illinois
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THE LAST STRAWS
Bob Casey, p, Bill Casey, p, Bill Lee, ss, John Joyce, d, Bris Jones, cl, Al Lobre, bj, Manuel “Moose” Zanco, tp, Bob Ice, sb, leader, and Nick Gagliardi, tb; “Jazz on Sunday Afternoon” Concert.
September 22, 1963– Royal Orleans-Grand Salon, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: John Kuhlman
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THE SUSQUEHANNA BAND  152.7184
Benny Deichman, bj, Dominick Barocco, tb, Pete Peccopia, tp, Johnny Palisier, cl, Junius Boudreaux, s, Louis Uhle, d, and Joe Barocco, tu; Deichman and Dominick Barocco are holding each other’s instrument; photo taken during an excursion up the river to the Godchaux Plantation.
1924
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FRANK CHRISTIAN’S RAGTIME BAND  152.7185
Willie Guitar, sb, Manuel Gomez, g, Harry Nunez, v, Alcide “Yellow” Nunez, cl, Frank Christian, tp, leader, Charlie Christian, tb, and Kid Totts Blaise, d.
1915 – Quarella’s Pier, Milneburg
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THE JOHN ROBICHAUX ORCHESTRA  152.7186
1896
*Williams according to OH interviews of George Foster, Louis James, Manuel Manetta, and William Russell.
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[OPST]
THE TONIC TRIAD BAND


1928
Photographer: Villard Paddio

[OPST/s]

THE HENRY ALLEN BRASS BAND

The snare drummer is Remus Matthews. In rear is the leader on bass drum, Henry Allen. At right, face hidden by music is Louis Dumaine.

Mardi Gras, 1926 – New Orleans, Louisiana
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THE ARCADIAN SERENADERS

L-r: Wingy Manone, Felix Gaurino, and Cliff Holman; standing: Johnny Riddick and Slim Leftwich.

Photographer: Ashen-Brenner, St. Louis, Missouri
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[OPST]
THE WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION [WPA] BAND 152.7190

Third row: Edward Son Johnson, Henry Hardin, Manny Gabriel, Sam Lee, Charles Sunny Henry, Oscar Chicken Henry, Harrison Barnes, unknown.

1936 – New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: A. P. Bedou
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THE EMILE BARNES BAND 152.7191

L-r: Harrison Brazley, tb, Cie Frazier, d, Lawrence Toca [Martin], tp, Billie Pierce, p, DeDe Pierce, tp, Emile Barnes, cl, and Albert Glenny, sb.
August 1951
Photographer: William Russell
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A PRESERVATION HALL BAND 152.7192

L-r: Homer Eugene, tb, Alfred Williams, d, August Lanoix, sb, Peter Bocage, tp, Joe Robichaux, p, and Louis Cottrell Jr., cl.
Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
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A PRESERVATION HALL BAND  152.7193
L-r:  Bill Matthews, tb, Chester Jones, d, Jerry Green, sb, Joe Robichaux (partially visible), p, Ernie Cagnolatti, tp, and John Casimir, cl.
Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
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NEW ORLEANS RAGTIME ORCHESTRA  152.7194

Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer:  Dan Leyrer

ALL-STAR PRESERVATION HALL BAND  152.7195
L-r:  Josiah “Cie” Frazier, d, Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, sb, Jim Robinson, tb, Kid Thomas Valentine, tp, Billie Pierce (back to camera), p, DeDe Pierce, tp, George Lewis, cl, and Narvin Kimball, bj.
Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

FISCHER’S RAGTIME MILITARY JAZZ BAND
Band members, l-r: Charles Hazel, Henny Brunies, Manuel Mello, Emanuel Allesandro, Cack Riley, Johnny Fischer, Happy Schilling, Richie Brunies, Angelo De Corda, and (“Sox” ?); Little boy seated in center is Monk Hazel; posing with the Big 50 Carnival Club.
1901 – in front of courthouse, Royal and Conti Streets, New Orleans, Louisiana
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A. J. PIRON’S ORCHESTRA
Front, l-r: Peter Bocage, Steve Lewis, Louis Cottrell Sr., and A. J. Piron; rear: John Marrero, Louis Warnick, Lorenzo Tio Jr., and John Lindsay.
c. 1925 – Old Spanish Fort
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CAMELIA DANCE ORCHESTRA
Standing, l-r: Albert Warner tb, and Johnny Predonce, sb; seated: George Henderson, d, Elmer Talbert Sr., tp, George Stewart, s, cl, and Clarence Tisdale, bj.
c. 1918
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ISRAEL GORMAN, cl 152.7199
Member of the Camelia Brass Band
1916
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DOMINICK BAROCCO’S BAND 152.7200
Seated, l-r: Dominick Barocco, bj, Tom Mjhera, tp, Raymond
Burke, s, and Sal Magiotta, cl; standing: Unknown, Sal
Gutierrez, Tony Fougerat, and Paul Crawford, tb.
1958
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JEFFERSON CITY BUZZARDS 152.7201
Wooden Joe Nicholas’ Camelia Brass Band was playing this
year; Joe Petit, tb, Isaiah Robinson, tb.

1925 – [St. Charles Avenue near St Andrew ?], New Orleans,
Louisiana
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TUXEDO BRASS BAND 152.7202
Kneeling in front is George Hooker, eu; standing: Yank Johnson, tb, Manuel Perez, co, Oscar “Papa” Celestin, tp, leader, Ernest “Ninesse” Trepagnier, bd, and Charlie Love, co. Band members were taking a break.

1920’s
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EUREKA BRASS BAND 152.7203

1958 – Hahnville, Louisiana
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DUKES OF DIXIELAND 152.7204
Freddie Assunto, tb, “Papa Jac” Assunto, tb, and Frank Assunto, tp.
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ANDREW HALL’S SOCIETY JAZZ BAND  152.7205
(publicity photo) L-r: **Teddy Johnson**, s, **Ernest Poree**, s, **Andrew Hall**, sn d, leader, **Chris Burke**, cl, **Keith Smith**, tp, and **Greg Stafford**, bd; during filming for a British Airways commercial; actor **Robert Morley** (black suit) looks on.
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LAFON SCHOOL BAND  152.7206
**Thomas Jefferson** is the 2nd trumpet player from the top on the left; **Sport Young** is second sax from top on right. The band is playing for a funeral.

1932
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YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND  152.7207
**Clement Tervalon**, tb, **Wilbert Tillman**, sous, **Alfred Williams**, sn d, **Edgar Joseph**, tp, **Oscar Rouzan**, s, **Andy Anderson**, tp, **Emile Knox** (partially hidden), bd, and **Andrew Morgan**, s.

1959
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ABBY WILLIAMS HAPPY PALS BRASS BAND  152.7208
Eddie Pierson, tb, Noon Johnson, sous, Jim Robinson, tb, Tats Alexander, s, Jesse Charles, s, DeDe Pierce, co, Avery “Kid” Howard, tp, Kid Clayton, tp, Abby Williams, sn d, leader, and Chester Jones, bd.
1949
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ONWARD BRASS BAND  152.7209
l-r: Manuel Perez, Andrew Kimball, Peter Bocage, Lorenzo Tio Jr., Adolphe Alexander Sr., Bebe Matthews, Dandy Lewis, Isidore Barbarin, Buddy Johnson, Vic Gaspard, Eddie Atkins, and Eddie Jackson.
c. 1913


GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  152.7210

Mothers’ Day 1961 – St. Dennis Street
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GIBSON BRASS BAND 152.7211
Louis Keppard, tu, A. B. Spears, s, Robert Davis, s, David Bailey, d, Eddie Richardson, tp, Johnny Wimberly, tp, Leon Bajeon, co, George Sterling, d, Carroll Blunt, tb, and Fred Thompson, tp.
April 9, 1961 – S. Saratoga & Melpomene Streets, New Orleans, Louisiana
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ALGIERS NAVAL STATION BAND 152.7212
1942


LOUIS ARMSTRONG BAND 152.7213
John Lindsay, sb, George James, s, Zilner T. Randolph (standing behind James), 2nd tp, Mike McKendick, bj, Fred Hall, d, Louis Armstrong, 1st tp, leader, Charles Alexander, p, Al Washington, s, Preston Jackson, tb, and Lester Boone, s; Peter Davis (Armstrong’s music teacher) is standing behind the pillar behind Jackson. Waifs’ Home band members unidentified.
1931 – Waifs’ Home, Streets, New Orleans, Louisiana
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MARCHING BAND 152.7214
Dave Perkins, tb.
1900
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YOUNG OLYMPIA BRASS BAND 152.7215
Paul Crawford, tb, Emanuel Paul, s, Andy Anderson, tp, Allan Jaffe, sous, George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp, Harold Dejan, s, and Louis Nelson, tb; playing for funeral of Papa John Joseph.

January 25, 1965 – St. Claude Avenue, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Jack Hurley
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ADVERTISING THE DANCE 152.7216
This is the earliest known photo of an advertising “tailgate” wagon. The wagon was out publicizing a dance at Jackson Hall, a regular dance spot at the turn of the century. No one in this 1900 photograph has been reliably identified.
1900

ASTORIA HOTEL AND BALLROOM

1961 – S. Rampart near Gravier Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Carey Tate
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MATHEWS & LOCKPORT BAND 152.7217
1904


BUNK’S BAND 152.7218

May 1945 – backyard of 827 St. Philip Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: William Russell
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JOHNNY FISCHER’S BAND 152.7219
Happy Schilling, tb on extreme right; Dave Perkins, cymbal player; Joe Alexander, tuba player.
1910 - N. Rampart Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
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PRESERVATION HALL 152.7220
Allan and Sandra Jaffe in doorway.
1960’s – 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
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ONWARD BRASS BAND 152.7221
Louis Barbarin, sn d, Louis Nelson, tb, Albert “Fernance” Walters, tp, Avery “Kid” Howard, co, Jerry Green, tu, Paul Barbarin, bd, Wardell Quezerque, eu, Ernie Cagnolatti, tp, Louis Cottrell Jr., cl, Jack Willis, mello, Mike Casimir (white sweater) and Richard “Dick” Allen, far right.
November 3, 1962 – Tulane University Law School, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Jack Hurley
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EUREKA BRASS BAND 152.7222
Willie Pajaud (almost hidden in rear), Emanuel Paul, ts,
John Casimir, E flat cl, Alphonse Picou, B flat cl, Albert
Warner, tb, Ruben Roddy (almost hidden), as, and Charles
“Sunny” Henry, tb.

October 1956 – St. Philip Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

ASSOCIATED ARTIST STUDIO 152.7223
[Borenstein’s Art Gallery]; Performers are the Noon Johnson
Trio: Noon Johnson, bazooka Sam Rankin, g, and
Harrison Verret, bj.

1950’s – 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

HALFWAY HOUSE 152.7224
The Halfway House is the building on the right; in the
center is the railway station.
New Basin, New Orleans, Louisiana
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[OPST]
Congo Square (Beauregard Square) 152.7225

New Orleans, Louisiana


Astoria Hotel & Ballroom 152.7226

October 6, 1961 – Rampart & Gravier Streets, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: William Russell
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Bandstand at Anderson’s Arlington Annex 152.7227

*Metoyer’s Band: Paul Barbarin, d, Arnold Metoyer, tp, leader, Luis Russell, p, Willie Santiago, bj, and Albert Nicholas, s. *Info from Alex Bigard’s Interview, April 30, 1960, Reel II, page 10, who stated that Barney Bigard was also a member of this band, but was in the bathroom when photo was taken.

1921 – Basin & Iberville Streets, New Orleans, Louisiana

MAGNOLIA PLANTATION 152.7228

38 miles below New Orleans, Louisiana
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ECONOMY HALL 152.7229

June 1942 – Ursuline near Villere Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: William Russell


THOM’S ROAD HOUSE

Became the “Red Lantern.” Many fine jazz combos played there.

out Pontchartrain Blvd., almost at West End, Louisiana

ELK'S CLUB 152.7230
Masonic Brass Band: Albert Jones, cl, leader, Ophelia Grigsby is the woman with sax, next to her, right, is A. B. Spears, 4th from right is Joseph “Red” Clark, tb.
1930’s – 1125 Dauphine Street, New Orleans, Louisiana


S.S. CAPITOL RIVERBOAT

1930’s – outside the S.S. Capitol riverboat


DRUID’S HALL 152.7231

1922 – 843 Camp Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

S. S. DIXIE 152.7232
On deck are: Harold Dejan, s, Lester Santiago, and Casimir Paul, g.

1930’s


S.S. PRESIDENT 152.7233
Standing on board are: Raymond Burke, his wife Catherine Burke, and William Russell; during 10th anniversary celebration of the New Orleans Jazz Club.

1958
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HAPPY LANDING 152.7234

1955 – Haynes Boulevard, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: William Russell
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FATE MARABLE’S ORCHESTRA

Henry Kimball, sb, Boyd Atkins, v, Fate Marable, p,
Johnny St. Cyr, bj, David Jones, s, Norman Mason, s,
Louis Armstrong, tp, George Brashear, tb, and Warren “Baby” Dodds, d.

Early 1920’s – aboard the S.S. Capitol Riverboat
Photographer: Arthur P. Bedou
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S.S. MADISON

On board are: Louis Barbarin, Emanuel Sayles, and Eddie Pierson.

1930’s – on board the S. S. Madison
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FATE MARABLE’S ORCHESTRA

Warren “Baby” Dodds, d, William “BeBe” Ridgley, tb,
Joe Howard, tp, Louis Armstrong, tp, Fate Marable, p,
David Jones, horn, Johnny Dodds, cl, Johnny St. Cyr, bj,
and George “Pops” Foster, sb.

1918 - aboard the S.S. Sidney Riverboat
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RHAPSODY IN BLACK AND BLUE

with Louis Armstrong and his Orchestra: Mike McKendrick, bj, Al Washington, s, Louis Armstrong, tp, leader, John Lindsay, sb, Preston Jackson, tb, George James, s, Charlie Alexander, p, Tubby Hall, d, and Zilner Randolph, tp; band appearing in Paramount short subject film.

1931
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JULES BAUDUC ORCHESTRA

Mike Lala, Luther Lamar, Roland Leach, Arthur “Monk” Hazel, Paul Peque, Jules Bauduc, Horace Diaz, Eddie Powers, and Oscar Marcour.

1928 – Silver Slipper Club
Photographer: C. Bennette Moore
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WELCOME TO DISNEYLAND

New Orleans All-Stars on left; Firehouse Five (or the Straw Hat Six) on right. All-Stars, l-r: Unknown, sn d, Johnny St. Cyr, bj, Unknown, Paul Barnes, cl, Mike Delay, tp, Unknown, tu, Thomas Jefferson, tp, Waldren “Frog” Joseph, tb, Paul Barbarin, d, Raymond Burke, cl, and Stanley Mendelson, p.

1960 – Disneyland
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CONNEE BOSWELL, left, and Tony Almerico; Miss Boswell was a guest on Mr. Almerico’s Show 1955

EAGLE SALOON October 6, 1961 - South Rampart and Perdido streets, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: William Russell
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JOHNNY BAYERSDORFFER Standing in front of his old band banner during a special reception for the “New Bourbon Street Society of Jackson, Mississippi” & members & guests of the N.O.J.C. June 24, 1962 – NOJC Museum
Photographer: Jim Pitts
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LOUIS PRIMA’S ORCHESTRA 152.7245
1930


PETE HERMAN’S RINGSIDE CAFE 152.7246
Dauphine and Bienville streets, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: William Russell
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HARMONY INN 152.7247
Claiborne and Piety streets, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: William Russell
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THE ALLEY 152.7248
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OLD ABSINTHE HOUSE (Interior) 152.7249
Frank Froeba at piano.
c. 1926 – on the corner of Bourbon and Bienville streets, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Charles A. Franck
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BENNY PAYTON'S ORCHESTRA 152.7250
Henry Saparo, bj; Sidney Bechet, far right, cl; others unidentified.
1920’s
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JOHNNY & BABY DODDS’ HOME 152.7251
They lived here in 1901.
October 1955 – 2123 Philip Street (left half of double) New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: William Russell
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PICOU’S BAR 152.7252
1961 – N. Claiborne and St. Philip Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: William Russell
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BUCKLEY’S NEW ORLEANS SERENADERS 152.7253
Photo of flyer for minstrel show.
1853
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BUCKTOWN
152.7254
1910
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FUNKY BUTT HALL
152.7255
[aka Kenna’s Hall and Union Sons Hall]
Summer 1946 – Perdido Street, near Saratoga, New Orleans,
Louisiana
Photographer: William Russell
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THE PIG PEN
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ELKS HALL 152.7256
[earlier known as Bull’s Hall]
1962 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: William Russell
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TONY JACKSON, at piano, 152.7257
with trio of “Pretty Babies”: Cora Green, Carolyn Williams, and Florence Mills.

c. 1918
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ALHAMBRA CLUB 152.7258
426 Olivier Street, Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: Jack Hurley
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CLINT BUSH’S BAND 152.7259
Unknown, d, Tom Brown, tb, Tony Giardina, cl, Clint Bush, p, and Unknown, bj.

1919
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FRANCOIS AND HIS LOUISIANIANS 152.7260
Francois Mosley, d, leader, Unknown, Unknown, Ernest “Kid Punch” Miller, tp, Unknown, and Charles Ducasting, g.

1920’s – Chicago, Illinois
Photographer: R.D. Jones, Chicgo [sic]
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TUXEDO ORCHESTRA and YOUNG TUXEDO ORCHESTRA

1923 – aboard Admiral Jahncke’s yacht.
Photographer: [Villard Paddio ?]
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[OPST]
PIRON-WILLIAMS ORCHESTRA 152.7261
Standing: Clarence Williams, John Lindsay, sb, Jimmie Noone, cl, and William “Bebe” Ridgley, tb; seated: Oscar “Papa” Celestin, tp, Tom Benton, bj, Johnny St. Cyr, bj; Ernest “Ninesse” Trepagnier, sn d, and Armand J. Piron, v; rehearsing for an Orpheum Circuit vaudeville tour that never materialized.
1914 – New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: A. P. Bedou
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JOE ROBICHAUX’S BIG SWING BAND 152.7262
Brass section; seated: Kildee Holloway, tp, John “Turk” Girard, tp, and Gene Ware, tp; standing: Waldren “Frog” Joseph, tb, and Clement Tervalon, tb.

late 1930’s – Rhythm Club, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: [Magnolia Studios ?]
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NEW ORLEANS POLICE DEPARTMENT MINSTRELS 152.7263
Seated, Major Fennerty, Dominick Barocco; standing, Freddie Williams, Joe Vitari, Manny Blessing, Alcide “Yellow” Nunez, and Alex Coulon.
1920 – Dauphine Theater, New Orleans, Louisiana


[OPST]
SAL MARGIOTTA, cl, 152.7264
With Gov. Jimmy Davis (at mike); Dominick Barocco, d, Paul Vacaro Jr., s, Tom Monjorie, tp, and Paul Vacaro Jr., p. At a Police Convention.

c. 1960 – Shreveport, Louisiana
Photographer: Jim Cade
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CRAWFORD-FERGUSON NIGHT OWLS 152.7265
Paul Crawford (facing front), tb, Jack Bachman, tp, Al Rose (dark glasses), “bandmaster”. Rex’s bandwagon.

Mardi Gras, 1966 – New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Jack Beech
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BIG EYE LOUIS NELSON (Delilse), left, 152.7267
With George “Pops” Foster, Willie Santiago, Sidney Bechet, Albert Glenny, and Alphonse Picou; some of the founding fathers of jazz. In front of Dr. Leonard V. Bechet’s Dentist Office.

late 1944 - New Orleans, Louisiana
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FRANKIE DUSEN 152.7268
And friend. In front of Dusen’s home.

c. 1922 – 1425 Leontine Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
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RAYMOND BURKE, left, 152.7269
With Tony Parenti and Harry Shields; “Clarinet Trust.” At wedding reception of Mr. And Mrs. “Little Abbie” Brunies.

1955 – Joe Mares’ patio, New Orleans, Louisiana
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RAYMOND BURKE, cl, left, 152.7270

1950’s – Albert Artigues’ parlor, New Orleans, Louisiana
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DR. LEONARD BECHET 152.7271

May 30, 1946 – outside of his office, New Orleans, Louisiana


152.7272
BIG EYE LOUIS NELSON (DELILSE), left, front, With Sidney Bechet; at back are: Alphonse Picou, Manuel Perez, and Willie Santiago. “Storyville Alumni”

1944 – New Orleans, Louisiana

DESVIGNE'S BANDSMEN 152.7273
Louis Nelson, Percy Servier, Walter “Fats” Pichon, Henry Julien, Gene Ware, and Ransom Knowling; taking a break.

c. 1929 – aboard the S. S. Island Queen
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BURNELL SANTIAGO, p, 152.7274
with Sidney Pflueger, g, and “Ollie Papa” Thomas, sb.

1930’s
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KID RENA’S GANG 152.7275
Buddy Touro, M.C., [Bo ?], dancer, [Leonard ?], bartender, [May ?], p, Benny Williams, comedian, Unknown, porter, [Mabel ?], waitress, Pleasant Joseph, p, Mercedes Severan, waitress, Joe Rena, d, Unknown, waitress, [Joe ?], dancer, Clarence Tisdale, bj, [Rock ?], helper, [ ? Koteney], bouncer, seated: 2 Unknown dancers, Moot Harris (Joe Harris’ wife), dancer, Olivette West (Mike Delay’s wife), waitress, Harold Dejan, as, Rose Dejan, waitress, Henry “Kid” Rena, tp, Eva Soule (Smiling Joe’s wife), waitress, Burke Stevenson, b, [Fannie ?], dancer, and [Pouncy ?], dancer; on floor: Unknown dancer.

1930 – Gypsy Tea Room, New Orleans, Louisiana
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HOLMES BAND OF LUTCHER, LA 152.7276
David Jones, Floyd Jackson, Nub Jacobs, Henry Sawyer, Professor Anthony Holmes (leader), Dennis Harris, John Porter, and Joe Porter.

1910


PAUL BARBARIN’S BAND 152.7277

December 1, 1963 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Jack Hurley
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SIDNEY BECHET, ss, left, 152.7278

1930’s

KID MOLIERE BAND
Kid Moliere, cl, David Bailey, d; others unidentified.
c. 1937 – an uptown bistro, New Orleans, Louisiana


RAYMOND BURKE, cl, left, 152.7280
with Al Rose, Blue Lu Barker, vo, Harry Shields, cl, Martin Abraham (“Chink Martin”), tu, and Sherwood Mangiapane, sb. During a recording session for Southland Records.
1955 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: John Kuhlman
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RAYMOND BURKE, harmonica, left, 152.7281
with Johnny Wiggs, co, and Jack Delaney, tb; During a recording session.
1975 –Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Photographer: Mary Tunis
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SIDNEY BECHET, left, 152.7282
with Barbara Reid, jazz promoter.

September 28, 1951 - The Blue Note, Chicago
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JELLY ROLL MORTON IN VAUDEVILLE 152.7283
Jelly Roll Morton, 3rd from left; Bricktop, 4th from left.
Others unidentified.

1917 – Los Angeles, California
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TONY JACKSON (death certificate of) 152.7284
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STUART “RED HOTT” BERGEN (publicity shot)

c. 1955
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LARS EDEGRAN, p 152.7285
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ORANGE KELLIN, cl 152.7286

Photographer: Hans Lychou
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JOE MARES
Autographed: “To my boy Al ‘Swing Out’ Joe Mares”
Photographer: John Kuhlman
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LES MUSCUTT, bj 152.7287
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WILLIAM RUSSELL, violin 152.7288
(Publicity photo for the New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra)
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BLANCHE THOMAS 152.7289
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JOSEPH TORREGANO, cl 152.7290
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CLIVE WILSON, tp 152.7291
(Publicity photo)
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FRENCH MARKET JAZZ BAND
Otis Bazoon, cl, Frank Minyard, tp, Art Langston, tu,
Scott Hill, tb, Walter Lastie, d, Les Muscutt, bj, and
David Lastie, s.
Photographer: Johnny Donnels
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NEW ORLEANS JOYMAKERS
In front: Louis Nelson, tb, and Father Al Lewis, bj;
standing: Percy Humphrey, tp, Orange Kellin, cl,
Chester Zardis, sb, Louis Barbarin, d, and Lars
Edegran, p.
1972 – London, England
Photographer: Rex Evans
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NEW LEVIATHAN ORIENTAL FOXTROT ORCHESTRA
Janet Huemann, v, Janet Aloise, viola, Carol Stone, fl, Connie Hagen, v, Dan Citron, v,
Tim Gibson, as, Chris Moe, costume director, Danny Cassin, cello, Ted Tienst, cl, Rick
Mackie, d, Mel Rogers, ts, Bruce Pollack, tu, John Bauer, tp, George Schmidt, bj, vo,
Ted Demuth, tb, Todd Gibson, tp, Susan O’Malley, cello, Jack Stewart, ss, Lee
Lanier, p, and Judith Morrow, production staff.
August 25, 1972 – Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Justin Winston
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OLD SPANISH FORT 152.7295
The picture shows the Frolic at lower left.
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LOUIS ARMSTRONG, standing, 152.7296
and JOE “KING” OLIVER, seated.
c. 1922 – Chicago, Illinois
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LOUIS ARMSTRONG, right, 152.7297
and LIL HARDIN ARMSTRONG; right after their marriage.
mid-1920’s – Chicago, Illinois
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SHARKEY BONANO, standing, left, with Paul Edwards, Jack Delaney, Harry Shields, Stanley Mendelson, Raymond Burke, Tony Parenti, Sherwood Mangiapane, and Santo Pecora; kneeling: Joe Mares, host, Martin Abraham (Chink Martin), Billy Huntington, and Little Abbie Brunies (seated at drums). At the wedding reception of Mr. & Mrs. Little Abbie Brunies.
May 2, 1954 – Joe Mares’ patio
Photographer: Al Rose

THE WAIF'S (JONES) HOME
Capt. Joseph Jones, administrator (inset).

1913 – New Orleans, Louisiana

HENRY BRUNIES

MARTIN ABRAHAM (CHINK MARTIN)  152.7301
1923 – Chicago, Illinois
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WINGY MANONE BAND (part of)  152.7302
Sidney Arodin, Wingy Manone, George Brunies, and
Bobby Laine.
1930
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PAUL MARES (top)  152.7303
and George Brunies.
1922 – Chicago, Illinois
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MARTIN ABRAHAM (CHINK MARTIN) 152.7301
1923 – Chicago, Illinois
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ARCADIAN SERENADERS 152.7304
John Riddick, p, Felix Guarino, d, Wingy Manone, tp,
Avery Loposer, tb, and Cliff Holman, cl.

Photographer: Ashen-Brenner, St. Louis
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NAYLOR’S SEVEN ACES 152.7305
Back row: Bill Creger, Charles Hartman, Jules Bauduc,
and Oliver Naylor; front row: Louis Darrough, Newton
Richardson, and Pinky Gerbrecht.
1924
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ARCADIAN SERENADERS 152.7306
Wingy Manone, tp; others unidentified. Wingy organized this group for an Okeh recording session.
1924


YOUNG TUXEDO ORCHESTRA 152.7307
Cie Frazier, Paul Ben, Bush Hall, Dwight Newman, Lawrence Marrero, Simon Marrero (standing), Louis Cottrell Jr., and Pop Hamilton.
1925


ARTHUR JOSEPH, d, left, 152.7308
with [Annie ?], Freddie “Boo Boo” Miller, tb, Octave Crosby, p, Henry Julian, s, Sherman Cook, emcee, Lee Collins, tp, and Percy Darenburg, bj.
c. 1925 – on tour in Texas
Photographer: Photo Santee Dallas Tex.

WENDELL EUGENE, tb, right, 152.7309
and Alvin Alcorn, tp, left. Recording session for the State of Louisiana.
March 10, 1974 – Royal Orleans, New Orleans, Louisiana
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AL HIRT (right), tp, [publicity photo] 152.7310
and Pee Wee Spitlera, cl, saxophonist unidentified.
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BIG EYE LOUIS NELSON [DELISLE], 152.7311
and Freddie Keppard, tp; while on tour with the Original Creole Orchestra.
c. 1918 – Chicago, Illinois
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MURPHY CAMPO & THE JAZZ SAINTS

L-r: Johnny Sansone, p, Lucien Jourdan, b, Murphy Campo, tp, vo, leader, Oscar Davis, cl, s, and Joseph Morton, d.


HERMAN SHERMAN'S YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND

(Publicity photo) Standing: Frank Naundorf, tb, Jerry Green, tu, Lawrence Trotter, sn d, Daniel Farrow, ts, Emile Knox, bs, Herman Sherman, as, leader, John Simmons, tp, Reginald Koeller, tp, Theodore Riley, tp, and Darrell Johnson, grand marshal; kneeling: Greg Stafford, tp, and Joe Torregano, cl.

1974

ARMAND HUG

At his first communion.

1923

JOSEPH “WINGY” MANONE 152.7315
Photo of article from newspaper about Manone’s mishap.
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FREDDIE KEPPARD 152.7316
After his first communion; age 10
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RAYMOND BURKE 152.7317
1961 – Key Largo, Florida
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JAMES “SING” MILLER, left, and Frank “Lil Papa” Moliere; at Al & Diana Rose’s wedding reception. June 7, 1970 – Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Leonard Ferguson

JOHNNY WIGGS, left, and teenage Pete Fountain. Photographer: Don Perry
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HENRY “RED” ALLEN, tp, left, and George Lewis, cl; broadcasting over WDSU in New Orleans.
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GEORGE BLANCHIN, left, and Frank Bonansinga


LEE COLLINS, 2nd from left, with William Russell, Louis Armstrong, and Barbara Reid Edmiston. June 28, 1951 - [The Blue Note - Chicago ?]


JULES L. CAHN

Photographer: Bernard Herman
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ONE MO' TIME

1979
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LARRY BORENSTEIN

Photographer: Grauman Marks
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ALLEN JAFFE, tu
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PETE MILLER, standing, left 152.7327
with Rita and Ed Morgan. Photo cropped for publication.
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RITA MORGAN 152.7328
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ED MORGAN 152.7329
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HARRY SOUCHON
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DON PERRY
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DUKE DARNELL
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HELEN ARLT
September 15, 1967 – Red Garter
Photographer: Ed Lawless
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MYRA MENVILLE
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AL ROSE, left,
with Johnny Wiggs, Joe Mares Jr., and William Russell
September 8, 1972 - The Jazz Museum in the Royal Sonesta Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Justin Winston
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DON MARQUIS

Holding photo of Buddy Bolden.


RICHARD B. ALLEN

giving speech, and David Nicholson, d; during “The Roots of Jazz” lecture

March 27, 1979 - Bennett Auditorium, University of Southern Mississippi


PAUL BARBARIN’S FUNERAL

L-r: Dean Andrews, cl, Jack Willis (rear), tp, Freddie Kohlman, sn d, Pete Fountain, cl, Chester Jones, sn d, and Louis Cottrell Jr., cl.

February 22, 1969 – N. Claiborne Avenue, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Michael P. Smith